
Become a partner and contribute to 
the construction of the best voice 
search assistant on the market

The next generation 
in voice-based search

AVA – Autonomous Voice 
Assistant
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ARE YOU LEADING OR FOLLOWING THE 
ECOMMERCE CROWD?

It has become cliche to talk about the continued explosive 
expansion of eCommerce. We’ve become used to numbers that 
illustrate amazing year-on-year growth. There is literally no one 
left who doesn’t believe that the online space is the future of retail. 

That’s why you’ve already invested in your online platform and 
will continue to do so. That’s why you’ve optimized every detail 
in the sales funnel. That’s why you have a team dedicated to the 
maintenance of your entire online operation. That’s why you keep 
up with trends, technology and anything that will give you an 
edge in the most competitive marketplace on the planet.  
 
But are you really standing out from the crowd 
or just keeping up with it?

Discover how AVA will change the way 
customers shop (and the way you sell)

Learn how to harness the 
power of voice search
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Voice search is the new growth 
frontier in eCommerce

Voice search is a remedy in the declining era 
of cookie-based personalization. The privacy 
revolution is here and the era of personal data 
scraping is ending.

Mozilla Firefox and Safari have already rejected 
cookies by default. Google Chrome’s privacy 
sandbox is just around the corner and will also 
change methods of personalization in marketing. 
This has consequences in the shift from 
behavioral-based to search-based personalization. 
If you plan to benefit from hyper-personalization 
in the future, you should rely on search 
queries instead of a behavioral, cookie-based 
understanding of customer expectations.

Michał Blak
edrone CEO

„
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Voice search is the new growth 
frontier in eCommerce

The numbers tell 
the story

20% 52%

63%

72%
of mobile queries are 
currently done with voice 
search, even with their 
current limitations

of people who use voice 
search devices claim they 
have become part of their 
daily routine

 By 2022, voice search for shopping needs 
will have turned into a $40 billion industry.

of people who search by voice 
are interested in receiving 
info about deals, sales, and 
promotions from brands

of smartphone users are more likely to purchase from companies whose mobile 
sites or apps offer them relevant recommendations on products they may be 
interested in, according to Google

Google says that 70% of searches on 
Google Assistant use natural language — 
shouldn’t your ecommerce be ready to 
handle the same customer queries?

Searching with your voice is 3.7x faster 
than typing according to Bing.

2/3
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In the past few decades it was the search systems 
that trained humans how to look for products. We 
have been taught how to distill the need in our 
heads into a succinct keyword so that information 
retrieval algorithms stand a chance to match 
something relevant.
 
The unprecedented progress in Natural Language 
Processing in the last couple of years heralds 
change of approach and a new era for search 
engines. Even though we have only begun 
scratching human-level communication in terms 
of shared context or ambiguity the effects 
are already astonishing.

„ Piotr Stachowicz 
edrone CTO

Voice search is the new growth 
frontier in eCommerce 3/3
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Autonomous Voice Assistant - 
AVA

The future of voice search technology

Turning natural language into the best, most precise 
recommendations possible and giving you an edge in 
customer engagement. 

What if your 
eCommerce had 
a voice?
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Voice search is the last key 
field of online shopping that 
has yet to be perfected. edrone 
is leading the way in research 
and development in this field. 

AVA will succeed where current 
methods fail. 

Current search options are often ignored for a simple reason – 
they don’t work. The strange reality is that customers prefer 
to type out their search even though it’s less convenient. 
Smartphone users can speak into their phones to get any piece 
of information they want but can’t do it to find something in an 
online store?

We’re going to fix that. 

Subjective descriptions  – What does nice or inexpensive mean, 
exactly?

Use of categories  – When users want to look at kitchen 
appliances or lipstick, where do you start?

Search by feature – Customers often want to choose from 
among various items with a common feature, but usually cannot.

Solution searches – Why can’t we just ask for recommendations 
for a particular need or problem?

Current sales and promotions – This is among the most popular 
categories on clickable menus, so where is the voice search 
equivalent?

HERE’S WHY CURRENT VOICE SEARCH 
TECHNOLOGY DISAPPOINTS MOST 
USERS:
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Voice search can match actual 
customer habits in a way that 
conventional search cannot

Search query support among 60 top eCommerce sites

feature

exact

compatibility

slang & symbols

non-product

thematic

product type

symptom

supported source: baymard.com/research

partial support

no support

86%

71%

70%

67%

63%

54%

73%

27%

25%

46%

12%

25%

2%2%

2%2%

14%

30%

31% 61%8%

33%
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Effective voice search 
assistants will promote an 
easier, hands-free experience 
for shoppers

This is not just about providing the best recommendations for 
each user. A truly effective voice search option will keep shoppers 
on your site and make shopping as easy as possible, relying 
only on voice commands. Your site will suddenly become more 
welcoming, easy to navigate and feature a voice search option 
with a level of performance unmatched by competitors. 

Voice Search is mobile – and part of your everyday life 
[...] It’s about the conversation. [...] The choice of 
words used in the question provides more context about 
user intent, which in turn can provide advertisers 
with more insight into where the consumer is within the 
purchase funnel. Are they simply researching, or ready 
to purchase?

Campaign,  
Christi Olson, 
Global Media SEM 
Team Lead 
@ Google

„
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The research has begun
1/2

edrone has built a dedicated team of scientists and former Samsung and 
Allegro engineers,  focused on pushing the boundaries of voice search 
capabilities. Meet some of our team of over twenty experienced professionals 
working on AVA:

Prof. Grzegorz J. Nalepa
PhD – Research & Development Lead – President 
of the Polish Artificial Intelligence Society

Over 20 years of experience in AI research. He has participated 
in the implementation of several research projects, including 
cooperation with industry (NCRD, MCP) and international 
(CHIST-ERA). He is a laureate of the Scientific Award of Tygodnik 
POLITYKA for the best scientist in the field of technical sciences 
(2012), the award of the Committee of Computer Science 
of the Polish Academy of Sciences for the best monograph in 
computer science (2018), and numerous scientific awards of the 
Rector of AGH University of Science and Technology.

Szymon Łęski
PhD – Lead Artificial Intelligence Specialist

Previously Allegro R&D Senior Research Engineer, earlier R&D 
engineer and manager in Samsung’s NLP division. Besides a PhD 
in mathematical physics, he has a habilitation in biology: he was 
scientifically involved in both black holes and signal activity of the 
human brain. Author of over 20 scientific publications.

Anna Gut
Senior Software Engineer

An experienced Python programmer, with extensive experience in 
software engineering for ML projects. Former Machine Learning 
Team Leader at 10Clouds. Co-author of publications in the Machine 
Learning field. 
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The research has begun

Leszek Bukowski
PhD – Artificial Intelligence Specialist

He worked as Lead Data Scientist at Emplocity, where he did 
research on the chatbots field. He has experience with the 
implementation of NCR&D backed projects.  A former lecturer 
at PJATK. Co-authored several papers in statistics and machine 
learning. Even before that, he did a PhD in philosophy, in which 
he dealt with, among others, deontic logic.

Arkadiusz Flinik
Senior AI Specialist

CTO of Lekta.ai, a company creating technology for building voice 
assistants used by market leaders. A graduate of computer science 
at the University of Wrocław, he has over 10 years of experience in 
IT and new technologies. 

Piotr Stachowicz
Software Engineer Lead/CTO 

Has been associated with the IT and new technologies industry 
for 15 years. He gained his experience abroad, mainly in Ireland. 
Piotr has earned his experience in leading teams of programmers, 
building high scalability and reliability IT systems. Responsible for 
organizing the work of programmers, and raising the level of code 
and quality of work.

2/2
edrone has built a dedicated team of scientists and former Samsung and 
Allegro engineers,  focused on pushing the boundaries of voice search 
capabilities. Meet some of our team of over twenty experienced professionals 
working on AVA:
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Understanding client queries 
is about understanding their 
language

Conversation and high quality product search are essentially the 
same thing. Developing a conversational client assistant is about 
developing a hi-end search engine, and vice versa.

Clients search for the same products differently. No tag 
or annotation can reflect a product’s nature better than an 
understanding of what the purpose of the search query is. To 
deliver high quality search results is to develop a semantics-based 
search engine. 

Even if we are talking about such a popular attribute as size, the 
task is challenging. A shoe size is one thing, and a t-shirt size 
is another. AI will not know which type of size to use, especially 
when the product is defined by several different sizes. In addition, 
there are also features restricted to a certain category of products 
whose nomenclature in different stores is often different, and so 
are the customers’ queries.

We’ve already discovered crucial insights that 
will pave the way forward:
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Join us on our mission to 
perfect voice search with AVA

free of charge no integration necessary privacy neutral

Research commitment – We invest heavily in R&D 
and are committed to leveraging that research 
into better business outcomes. 

Free-of-charge cooperation model – We want to 
help each other. The only cost to you is your 
time. 

Customer journey insights – To successfully 
analyze a search engine you need to construct 
detailed customer journeys. The more you know 
about people – your customers – the better.

Discovery call – We want to understand your situation and expectations. Help us 
learn about the way you approach search on your website.

Data snapshot – Every industry is different. We want to see how your clients search 
for products and apply our knowledge and experience.

Data analysis – Based on insights we draw from the previous steps we deliver 
valuable insights in the form of a detailed report. We’ll share our findings and discuss 
how they can be applied to your business.

If we’re a good fit for working 
together to advance AVA, we’re 
interested in:

Getting started with AVA



Join us on the path to a new 
age in eCommerce

edrone is a leading e-CRM platform for the comprehensive 
support of ecommerce operations. From the simple elements 
of effective sales campaigns through full marketing automation 
support, edrone is a pioneering force in online retail and is 
dedicated to turning your site into a sales machine. 

AVA is the latest in a long line of innovations 
that has placed edrone among the most trusted 
names in ecommerce sales and marketing support. 

Partnerships that we form early in AVA’s development will be 
the very first to benefit from the next major breakthrough in 
eCommerce.

CONTACT US

hello@edrone.me

Let’s talk about taking this 
path together

mailto:hello%40edrone.me?subject=AVA%20cooperation
mailto:hello%40edrone.me?subject=AVA

